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Joshua Benjamin Removing unverified files is a convenient way to free up more space on your computer's hard drive. Of course, if you have a lot of files that you want to delete, it can become quite tedious to do it one by one. Fortunately, Windows makes it easier to select and delete multiple files at the
same time. Click on the first file you want to delete to select it. Hold the CTRL on the keyboard. Click on other files you want to delete while continuing to hold the CTRL key. This allows you to select multiple files at the same time. Release the CTRL and then press the Delete key on the keyboard. A new
dialog will pop up on the screen asking if you're sure you want to delete selected files. Click yes to remove them all. Too much data in a single column can make it difficult to read the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. To improve it, you should split the column with Text to columns or Flash Fill. Text to columns
will replace one column with multiple columns using the same data. Flash Fill will replicate the data by dividing it into new, separate columns, leaving the original column intact. How to use column text in Microsoft Excel includes a special feature that allows you to split additional long columns. It does this
by separating columns using delimitres, such as commas or commas, that divide data. The feature works with text to columns that can be accessed from the Data tab in the Microsoft Excel tape bar. HOW to use text for columns such as Excel Pro to test this feature, we will use a data set (a list of
employees showing names, dates of birth and other information) in one column. Each section of the data is in one cell, separated by a colonial. First, you need to select cells that contain data (cells A1 to A12 in the example above). From the Excel Data tab, click the Text to Columns button found in the
Data Tools section. This will result in the text converting into the Master's column box and allowing you to start separating the data. From the options, select the Delimited radio button and click the next button to continue. The default Excel will choose to try to separate your data from one column on each
tab it finds. This is normal, but for example, we use data divided by a comma. Choose a delimiter from the side menu. For example, the delimiter you have chosen is a colonial. You can see how the converted data will look in the data preview section at the bottom of the menu. Once you're ready, click next
to continue. Now you need to set the cell types for each column. For example, if you have a column with dates, you can install date format for this column. By default, each column will be tuned to the Common option. Shared. This option, Excel will try to set the type of data for each column automatically.
To install them manually, click on the column in the Data Preview section first. From there, select the appropriate type of data from the Column Data Format section. If you want to miss the column completely, select a column, and then select the Unsused Column option (Skip). Click finish to start the
conversion. One column will separate each section, using delimiterers, into separate columns, using selected cell formatting options. How to use Flash Fill in Excel If you want to keep the original data intact but still separate the data, you can use the Flash Fill feature instead. Using our employee list
example, we have one column title line (column A) with a seven-column divider separating each bit of data. To use Flash Fill, start by dialing the column heads in line 1. For example, the employee ID will go in cell B1, first name in C1 cell, etc. Start with B1 (the employee ID title in this example) and then,
in the Data Tools section of the Data Tab, click the Flash Fill button. Repeat for each of the title cells (C1, D1, etc.) to automatically fill new columns with relevant data. If the data is formatted correctly in the original column, Excel will automatically separate the content using the original title cell (A1) as a
guide. If you get an error, enter the following value in the sequence in the cell below the title cell, and then click The Flash Fill button again. In our example, this will be the first example of data in cell B2 (101) after a B1 header cell. Each new column will be filled with data from the original column, using the
initial first or second lines as a guide to selecting the right data. In the example above, the long column (column A) is divided into six new columns (B to G). Because the line location is the same from 1 to 12, Flash Fill can copy and separate data using the title line and the first bit of data. You've created an
Excel Killer table, but the printer adds a few mysteriously empty pages to your print work. Why? A few formalities can cause printing problems that can be fixed by setting breaks on the page and print areas. The instructions in this article apply to Excel for Microsoft 365, Excel 2019, Excel 2016, Excel 2013
and Excel 2010. Page breaks are the boundaries in the sheet that decide what content will be posted on your printed document page. Excel will select them for you automatically, using the default paper size settings and margins. You can also set up page breaks, scaling less than 100% of the print work.
or= larger= (=&gt;(100%) than your work document. Insertion, qgt; or move page breaks to Excel to make sure the pages are printed as expected. You can set up page breaks in a regular view in Excel, but it's much easier to use page break previews to work on a page break layout. Preview mode will
show how any change you make for columns or rows affects your automatic page breaks. Open the sheet where you want to delete the page and select the View tab. Select a preview of the page gap in the workbook views group. With the page break enabled, you can see a dotted line representing the
automatic page break, with each page measured. You can choose any of the blue lines (both dotted and hard) to customize the print areas. Choose and drag the dotted blue line (automated print break) to customize the area you'd like to print. The line becomes solid, turning it into a manual page break.
When you're done adjusting the breaks on the page, select Normal in the Workbook Views group. Creating page breaks is a great way to manage large documents, but what if you want to print a snapshot of content rather than the entire sheet? The printer options can be used to print the chosen area by
following these steps. For one print: Choose and drag to highlight the area of the sheet you want to print. Select the File tab. Choose a print. Choose to print in the list under the settings. If you print your chosen area more than once and want to set the print area for the document permanently, you can do
so this way. Go to the Page Makeup tab. Highlight the area you want to print out, and then select the print area in the page setting group. Select the print area of the set. You'll see a small outline illustrating your new print area. If you need to change the print area, select the print area to clear the print area.
To prevent random or intentional changes in the data contained in sheet or book cells, Excel has the tools to lock certain items of the sheet with a password or without it. Protecting your data from changing the Excel sheet is a two-step process. Lock or unlock certain cells or objects, such as diagrams or
graphs, in a sheet. Use the protective sheet option; all the elements of the sheet and data are vulnerable to change until you do so. The protection of sheet items should not be confused with password security at the work book level, which does not allow users to open a file at all. The instructions in this
article apply to Excel 2019, 2016, 2013, 2010 and 2007. By default, all cells in the Excel sheet are locked, making it easier to protect all data and in one sheet by applying the option of a protective sheet. To protect the data in all sheets in the work book, you need to apply the option of a protective sheet
individually. Unlocking certain cells allows you to make changes only to these cells after you have applied the protective sheet/work book option. Individual cells can be locked or unlocked using Cellular switch. This option works like a switch, either locking or unlocking the cell. Because all cells are initially
locked in a sheet, clicking Lock Cell unlocks all selected cells. Individual cells in the sheet can be left unlocked so users can add new content or modify existing data. Cells containing formulas or other vital data are stored locked, so once you have applied the protective sheet/work book option, no one can

change those cells. For example, choose I6 to J10 cells in the Excel sheet. Click Home. Click format in the cell group to open the dropout list. Click Lock Cell at the bottom of the list. Dedicated I6 cells to J10 are now unlocked. By default, all diagrams, text boxes and graphic objects, such as images, clip
art, shapes and Smart Art, are blocked in the sheet and are therefore protected when using the protective sheet option. To keep these objects unlocked so users can edit them after you've protected the sheet: Choose the object you want to unlock. Click on the Format tab. IMAGE CALLOUT: TINY
ARROW ON THE BOTTOM RIGHT OF THE HEIGHT/WIDTH BOX In a group of sizes on the right side of the tape, click the dialog button (small arrow at the bottom right) next to the word Size to open the format panels (Format Picture Dialog Window in Excel 2010 and 2007) IMAGE CALLOUT: LOCKED
CHECKBOX ON BOTTOM In properties, the taskbar section is unobstructed. The second step in the process that protects the entire sheet uses a web protection dialog that contains a number of options that determine which items users can change in the spreadsheet. These elements include: Adding a
password here does not prevent users from opening a sheet and viewing content. If the settings that allow the user to select locked and unlocked cells are disabled, users will not be able to make any changes to the sheet, even if it contains unlocked cells. Other parameters, such as cell formatting and
data sorting, don't all work the same way. For example, if the format cell option is checked while protecting a sheet, all cells can be formatted. The sorting option, on the other hand, allows you to sort those cells that have been unlocked before protecting the sheet. Unlock or lock the right cells in the sheet.
Click home. Click format on the feed to open the dropout list. Click the Protection Sheet at the bottom of the list to open the security sheet dialog window. Check or don't check the options. Click OK to close the dialog and protect the sheet. It's easy sheet, so you can change all the cells. Click Home. Click
format on the feed to open the dropout list. Click unprotected sheet at the bottom of the list to Sheet. Protecting the sheet does not change the state of locked or unlocked cells. Cells.
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